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Ray-optical analysis of fields on shadow boundaries of two 
parallel plates 
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Department of Electri~al Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801 
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Department of Mathematics, Technological University of Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands 
(Received 17 October 1974) 

The electromagnetic diffraction by two parallel plates of semi-infinite length is treated by ray 
methods. Two special problems are considered: (i) calculation of the fields in the forward and 
backward directions due to diffraction of a normally incident plane wave by two nonstaggered 
parallel plates; (ii) calculation of the field due to a line source in the presence of two staggered 
parallel plates when the source, the two edges, and the observation point are on a straigpt line. The 
crucial step in the ray-optical analysis is the calculation of the interaction between the plates. This 
calculation is performed by two methods, namely, the uniform asymptotic theory of edge diffraction 
and the method of modified diffraction coefficient. The relative merits of the two methods are 
discussed. The ray-optical solution of problem (i) agrees with the asymptotic expansion (plate 
separation large compared to wavelength) of the exact solution. 

PACS numbers: 42.IO.H 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is concerned with the solution by ray 
methods, of some electromagnetic diffraction problems 
for a set of two perfectly conducting, parallel plates of 
semi-infinite length. More specifically, the paper con
sists of three parts dealing with: 

(i) The calculation of the electromagnetic fields in the 
forward and backward directions in the case of diffrac
tion of a normally incident plane wave by two non
staggered parallel plates (Sec. II). This calculation is 
based on the uniform asymptotic theory of edge diffrac
tion, 1-3 and its extension as utilized in Refs_ 4, 5. 

(ii) The study of the same problem as in (i) by the 
method of modified diffraction coefficientS,7 (Sec. III). 

(iii) The calculation of the electromagnetic field due 
to a line source in the presence of two staggered paral
lel plates when the source, the two edges and the ob
servation point are on a straight line (Sec. IV). The 
limiting case of plane wave excitation in a direction 
parallel to the line through the edges is discussed as 
well. The calculation is based on a combination of the 
uniform asymptotic theory and the method of modified 
diffraction coefficient. 

The motivations and conclusions of our investigation 
are stated below. 

First, the physical problems themselves are of 
interest as they relate to the wave propagation over 
sharp ridges; see the introduction of Ref. 8 and the 
literature quoted there. 

Our second, and main, motivation is to show that ray 
methods provide an effective tool for the (high-frequen
cy) asymptotic analysis of diffraction problems involv
ing parallel-plate configurations. The analysis for such 
configurations is by no means trivial. In order to ex
plain the difficulties encountered, we present a brief 
outline of the ray-optical approach to the diffraction 
problems stated above. In both problems, the incident 
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wave when hitting the first plate, generates a primary 
diffracted field. The latter field is a cylindrical wave 
centred at the diffracting edge and as such is deter
mined by Keller's geometrical theory of diffraction. 9,10 

The primary diffracted field in turn acts as an incident 
wave on the second plate and gives rise to secondary 
diffraction. The secondary diffracted field will interact 
again with the first plate thus leading to higher-order 
diffractions. The actual calculation of the secondary 
diffracted field is complicated by the fact that the sec
ond edge lies on the geometrical-optics shadow bound
ary of the incident wave, due to the first plate. In the 
case of diffraction by two nonstaggered plates, an addi
tional and similar difficulty comes up at the calculation 
of the higher-order interaction fields. In the case of 
multiple diffraction the backscattered direction coin
cides with the shadow boundary of the specularly re
flected wave or, in other wordS, each edge lies on the 
ray-optical reflection boundary of the opposite plate. 
Now, as is well known, Keller's theory is not valid 
along shadow boundaries. 

In order to overcome this difficulty, three different 
methods have been proposed in recent years, namely, 
the method of Yee, Felsen, and Keller (YFK) , 11 the 
method of modified diffraction coefficient (MDC), 6, 7 and 
the uniform asymptotic theory of edge diffraction 
(UAT). 1-3 In the approach by YFK each interaction 
field is approximated by the field of an equivalent set 
of isotropic line sources, the source strengths being 
such as to provide the correct interaction field in the 
direction toward the opposite edge. Then the interac
tion fields are determined recursively by means of a 
special asymptotic formula for scattering of an iso
tropic cylindrical wave by a half-plane. Originally, 
YFK was devised in connection with a ray-optical 
treatment of reflection in an open-ended parallel-plate 
waveguide. In view of the approximate character of 
YFK, it is not surprising that the final ray-optical 
solution of the reflection problem fails to agree with the 
asymptotic expansion (width of waveguide large com-
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pared to wavelength) of the exact solution. A corrected 
ray-optical solUtion, based on UAT and in complete 
agreement with the asymptotic form of the exact solu
tion, was recently derived in Refs. 4, 5. 

In the present paper, the successive diffracted fields 
are calculated by means of MDC and UAT. The first 
method, MDC, employs a modified diffraction coeffi
cient for diffraction by a half-plane in the presence of 
a second parallel half-plane. This modified coeffiCient, 
which automatically includes the interaction between 
the diffracting edge and the second half-plane, is 
derived from the solution of a canonical problem. The 
second method, UAT, is applicable to diffraction of an 
arbitrary incident wave by a plane screen. UAT pro
vides an asymptotic solution of the diffraction problem 
that is uniformly valid near the edge and the shadow 
boundaries. Away from these regions the solution re
duces to an expansion for the diffracted field which 
contains Keller's result as its leading term. Higher
order terms are obtained as well whereas Keller's 
theory is incapable of determining these terms. 

In the ray-optical analYSis of the parallel-plate dif
fraction problems, both MDC and UAT turn out to be 
effective methods, although not to the same extent (see 
the discussion beloW). For the case of nonstaggered 
parallel plates, an exact solution to the diffraction 
problem is obtainable by the Wiener-Hopf tech
niquet2• t3 ; see Appendix A for a brief discussion of this 
exact solution. Our ray-optical solution given in (IL68), 
(IT. 70) and based on UAT, agrees exactly with the 
asymptotic expansion (plate separation large compared 
to wavelength) of the exact solution. A second ray-opti
cal solution, given in (m.ll), (m.12) and based on 
MDC, precisely recovers the exact far field solution. 
For the case of staggered parallel plates, a partial 
solution ignoring interaction between the plates was 
recently derived by Jones. 8 Excluding interaction 
terms, our ray-optical solution (IV.27), (IV. 30) is 
found to agree with Jones' rigorous asymptotic result. 

The ray-optical analYSis of this paper also provides 
a clear inSight into the relative merits of MDC and 
UAT, Our conclusions are: (i) As Keller's theory, UAT 
describes a general method Which in principle can be 
applies to all edge diffraction problems. On the other 
hand, MDC is designed to attack diffraction by special 
configurations involving two parallel plates, and those 
only. For example, in the diffraction problem for two 
staggered parallel plates (Sec. IV), the ray-optical 
solution can be obtained by UAT alone, but not by MDC 
alone. (ii) When both methods apply, MDC appears 
Simpler than UAT, as demonstrated by the example in 
Secs. II and m. 

Finally we list some conventions to be used through
out this paper: (i) The time factor is exp(- iwt) and is 
suppressed. (ii) All problems are two-dimensional 
(no z variation). Both the TM case (nonzero field com
ponents HII , E", Ey) and the TE case (nonzero field com
ponents Ell, Hr , Hy) are treated Simultaneously, with the 
help of two symbols u and T such that 

for TM u '" He, T '" + 1, 

for TE u=E", T=-1. 
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It is convenient to associate T with the reflection co
efficient of the field u from a perfectly conducting plane. 
(iii) The total field ut is the sum of the incident field u' 
and the scattered field u. Additional subscripts -in u t and 
u (e. g., u!lI' u3, etc.) are employed to identify the 
sequence of fields arising in the multiple interaction 
between the parallel plates. 

II. NONSTAGGERED PARALLEL PLATES: SOLUTION 
BY UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC THEORY 

A. Statement of problem and approach 

The configuration of a pair of nonstaggered parallel 
plates and our choice of coordinates are sketched in 
Fig. 1. The polar coordinates {r .. , I/>J; m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,' .. 
have origins at {x = 0, y = mal. The angle 1/> .. is mea
sured in a counterclockwise sense when m is positive, 
and clockwise when m = ° or m is negative; futhermore, 
0:;;: 1/> .. :;;:2rr. Let the incident plane wave propagate in 
the negative y direction and be given by 

ui(x,y)=exp(-iky). (ILl) 

The problem at hand is to derive a high-frequency ap
proximation for the far field in the forward direction 
(x = 0, ky - - 00) and the backward direction (x:: 0, 
ky - 00) of the incident plane wave. 

Our approach is outlined below. The incident field 
(IL 1) first reaches the upper plate x:;;: 0, y = a, and 
scattering produces a total field ut(rh I/>t) that is written 
as 

(IL2) 

where Ut denotes the scattered field. The field u: in 
turn acts as an incident field on the lower plate x :;;:0, 
y :: O. Scattering of u: at the lower plate gives rise to a 
scattered field u2(rO, 1/>0), which will interact again with 
the upper plate and yield a scattered field u3(rt, I/>t). In 
this manner there results a sequence of scattered 
fields 

(II. 3) 

Note that u.(rh I/>t) with n odd arises from a scattering 
at the upper plate; whereas u,,(ro, 1/>0) with n even arises 

y 

a 

x 

FIG. 1. Two 
nonstaggered 
parallel 
plates illu
minated by a 
normally in
cident plane 
wave. 
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y 

.n 
____ -'_~J.----_ x 

FIG. 2. A half
plane illuminated 
by a line source at 
(x=-d cosO, 
y=dcosO) . 

from a scattering at the lower plate. A useful property 
of the scattered fields is 

un(rt> CPt) = - 7Un(rt, 21T - CPt), n odd, 

un(ro, CPo) = - 7Un(rO, 21T - CPo), n even. 

(II.4a) 

(llo 4b) 

This symmetry relation is a consequence of the fact that 
un is the scattered field from a single plate, as if the 
other plate were absent. For the sequence of scattered 
fields in (II. 3) we will determine them recursively 
instead of consecutively. A special form of un is as
sumed, and it is used to derive un+t by the uniform 
asymptotic theory, which is summarized in Sec. II B. 
Comparing the expreSSion of un+l thus obtained with the 
assumed form of un after replacing n by n + 1 in the 
latter, we obtain two recurrence relations in Sec. IIC. 
Next we solve the recurrence relations in Sec. lID, 
and present the final results for the scattered fields on 
the shadOW boundaries of the incident and reflected 
fields in Sec. II E. 

B. Summary of uniform asymptotic theory 

The uniform asymptotic theory of edge diffraction was 
developed in Refs. 1 and 3 for the scalar wave, and in 
Ret 2 for the vectorial wave. Here we summarize its 
explicit formulas for a two-dimensional problem, and 
they constitute a theoretical basis for our analysis in 
Secs. II and IV of this paper. 

Referring to Fig. 2, let the half-plane x ~ 0, y = 0 be 
illuminated by a cylindrical wave due to a line source 
located at x = - d cosO, y = d sinn, 0 < n < 1T. Polar 
coordinates {rt. CPt} with origin at the source point, and 
{ro, CPo} with origin at the edge {x = 0, y = o} will be em
ployed. We assume the incident cylindrical wave is 
given by the asymptotic representation: 

ui(rJ> CPt) -exp(ikrt)zi(rj, CPt), k - 00, (II.5a) 
~ 

= exp(ikrt) ~ (iktmz~(rt, CPt). (1I.5b) 
moO 

Then the total field u t is found to be 

u t (ro, CPo) = U(ro, CPo) + TU(ro, 47T - CPo), (1I.6a) 

where the double-valued function U is represented by a 
uniform asymptotic expansion: 

(1I.6b) 

where 

if (ro, CPo) - exp[ik (r 0 + d)][ F(kt ~2 ~t) - F(kt 
/2 ~t) ]zi (rt, CPt)' 

t?(ro, CPo) -exp[ik(ro +d)]k-t / 2 ~ (ikrmvm(ro, CPo). 
moO 

The various notations which appeared in (II. 6) are ex
plained below. The Fresnel integral F(x) is defined by 
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F(x) = 7T-t /2 exp(- i7T/4) exp(- ix2) f_: exp(if) dt. (II. 7) 

Its asymptotic expansion for large x is 

F(x) - exp(- ix2)H(x) + F(x), x - ± co. (IL 8) 

Here H(x) is the unit step function, i. e., H(x) = 1 for 
x> 0 and H(x) = 0 for x < 0, and 

F(x) = - exp(i1T/4) "i r(m d}(ix2r'n, (It 9) 
2ITx "",0 

where the Gamma function r(m + t) is given by 

r(m + t) = v1T(t)(~)· . 0 «2m -1)/2). (II. 10) 

The Taylor expansion of F(x) around x = 0 is 

F(x) =1. t exp(- iqIT/4) x' 
2,=0 r(q!2 + 1) , (II. 11) 

which is convergent for each x. The function ~t in (II. 6) 
is defined by 

~t = (ro +d - rt)t /2 sgn[cost(cpo - n)] 

(It 12) 

Note that ~t = 0 along the shadow boundary CPo = n + 1T of 
the incident wave. The sign of ~t is such that ~t > 0 
(~t < 0) when the observation point (ro• CPo) is in the 
illuminated region (shadow region) of the incident wave. 
Note that (U)2 measures the excessive ray path from 
the source to the observation point via the edge of the 
half-planeo The two leading coefficients of the series 
in (lIo 6) have been generally determined in Ret 4 and 
in the present case are given by 

~ exp(i7T/4) i 
Vo (ro, CPo) = - 2(21T)t!2 zo(rt =: d, CPl =: IT - n) 

xriit /2 sed(cpo - n), (II. 13) 

~ ) exp(i7T/4)[1 )-1/2 1( vt(ro,cpo =- 2 (2IT)t/ 2 Zt(d,7T-nro seczCPo-n) 

1 (3 i( ) . 2' ( +"4 2dzo d, 11 - n sm 2" CPo - n) 

i 
oZo (d, 1T - n) ('" n) 

" cos 'f"0 - •• 
Ur! 

+ ~ aZ~(~';l- n) sin(cpo _ n~ riit /2 sec3t(cpo - n) 

+ tz~(d, 1T - n)rii3
/

2 sec3t(cpo - n)]. (II. 14) 

There exists a recursive formula for the determination 
of higher order Vm• 3 They are not needed here since 
throughout this paper we are only interested in terms up 
to the order of k-3 /2. 

The expression in (II. 6) for the total field is uniform
ly valid for all 0 < r 0 < co and 0 ~ CPo ~ 21T. It is convenient 
to interpret the first term U(ro, CPo) in (II.6a) as a con
tribution to the total field associated with the incident 
field, while the second term U(ro, 411 - CPo) as that as
sociated with the reflected field. Let us concentrate 
on U(ro, CPo) given in (II.6b), and consider the following 
two cases: 

(i) Away from the shadow boundary and the edge 
I kt /2 ~t I » 1: The use of (II. 8) into (II. 6b) leads to the 
conclusion that if recovers the classical geometrical 
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optics field, and rJd gives the edge-diffracted field with 
its first term identical to Keller's results. 9, 10 

(ii) In the immediate neighborhood of the shadow 
boundary and/or edge k 1 /

2 ~t - 0: Both UO and rJd be
come infinite, but the singularities in F(kt/2~t> cancel 
exactly those in {v,J. Consequently, U is continuous and 
well defined across k 1 / 2 ~t == O. 

Between the above two extreme cases, U(ro, CPo) in 
(IL 6a) provides a smooth transition and, therefore, is 
called a uniform asymptotic expansion for large k. 
Similar comments apply to U(ro, 47T - CPo), the second 
term in (I1.6a). 

c. Multiple scattering between plates 

In this section we consider the multiple scattering of 
the incident field (11.1) between the two parallel plates 
in Fig. 1 and derive recurrence relations for the mul
tiply scattered fields. 

First let us determine the total field uf(rto CPt) due to 
the scattering of the incident field (11.1) at the upper 
plate. The solution of this Sommerfeld half-plane prob
lem is well known, and can be written as (see Ref. 3) 

uHrto CP1) == exp[ik(r1 - a)J{F[ - ';2kr1 COS%(CP1 + h)] 

(II. 15) 

The latter result can be also derived by means of the 
uniform asymptotic theory. In the backward direction 
of the incident field CPt == 37T/2, we may replace the first 
Fresnel integral in (IL 15) by its asymptotic expansion 
(II. 8) and the second Fresnel integral becomes equal to 
F(O) == %. Retaining only the leading terms we have 

uf(r1' 37T/2) ==u i +exp[ik(r1- a)] 

x{h- [exp(i7T/ 4)/2.J21r]k-t /2ri1/2 + O(k-312 )}. 

(11.16) 

Furthermore, in the interior region 0"" CP1 "" 7T, the use 
of (11.8) in the second Fresnel integral in (IL 15) leads 
to 

ui(rto CPt) =exp[ik(rt - a)J{F[- ';2krt COS%(cpt +%7T)] 

+ [rexp(i17/ 4)/U27Tkrt] seci(cpt - h) 
+ OW3 /2)}, 0"" CPt"" 17. (11.17) 

The field uf acts as an incident field on the lower plate, 
and the resultant scattered field u2(rO, CPo) is to be de
termined by means of the uniform asymptotic theory. 
However, the uniform theory cannot be immediately 
applied because of the fact that the incident field uf 
in (IL 17) is not locally a cylindrical wave in the direc
tion of CPt =17/2. To circumvent this difficulty, we fol
low the method in Ref. 4: we replace the Fresnel in
tegral F(x) by its Taylor expansion in (11.11), and 
(IL 17) becomes 

uf(rto CPt) = exp[ik(rt - a)]{% i e'f(t i
q
;{4) (-1)q(2krt)q/2 

q=O 2q + 

q1 1 rexp(i17/4) 1 1 
xcos 2:(cpt + 2:17) + no==- sec2:(cpt - 2:17) 

2v 217krt 

+ O(k-312 )}, 0"" CPt"" 17. (11.18) 
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The representation in (IL 18) comprises an infinite sum 
of cylindrical waves centered at the upper edge rt = 0, 
and is convergent throughout the interior region 0"" CPt 
"" 17. We now perform a term-by-term application of the 
uniform theory. To each cylindrical-wave term in 
(II. 18) the uniform theory is applied, and the corre
sponding scattered field conl'ltituent may be evaluated. 
Collecting the latter constituents, we obtain the scat
tered field u2(rO, CPo). We do not perform this computa
tion in detail, since later on we will derive a general 
result for the scattered field Un which includes U2 as a 
special case. 

Consider now the scattered field un(rb CPt), n odd, 
arising at the upper edge, and un(ro, CPo), n even, arising 
at the lower edge. Uniform expanSions for these fields 
will be derived valid in the interior region 0 "" CPt "" 17, 
0"" CPo "" 17. Similar to the discussion in Sec. 7 of Ref. 4, 
we introduce the following ansatz for the uniform 
expansions: 

un(rb CPt) = % exp{ik[rt + (n - 2)a ]}(~ exp(- iq17/4)un,q(rb CPt) 

X(kl/2~1)q+ exp(i17/4) k-t /2 t exp(-iq17/4) 
..fi1i q=O 

xVn,.(rb cpt)(kt12~t)q + O(k-l~ - OntUi, 

n odd, O""CPt""17, (IL 19) 

un(ro, CPo) = i exp{ik[ro + (n - 2)a ]}(~ exp(- iq17/4)un,.(ro, CPo) 

x (kt/2 ~o)q + exp(i17/4) k-t /2 t exp( _ iq17/4) 
..fi1i q=O 

xVn,q(ro, CPo)(k1/2~0)q + O(k-t~, 

n even, 0"" CPo "" 17, (II. 20) 

where On1 =1 if n=l and Om =0 if wl1, and ~t and ~o are 
given by 

(11.21) 

(II. 22) 

The ansatz in (11.19) and (11.20) describes the first and 
second terms of a high-frequency expansion in inverse 
powers of k. Each of these terms is represented by a 
convergent Taylor series with coefficients {un,q} and 
{vn,q}, respectively, which are to be determined. It 
should be emphasized that each of these Taylor series 
is to be considered in its entirety and should not be 
looked at as a series that can be truncated after several 
terms. Once the scattered fields {un} are determined in 
the interior region from (11.19) and (11.20), those in 
the exterior region 17 "" CPt "" 217, 7T "" CPo "" 217 follow im
mediately from the symmetry relation in (II. 4). 

For n = 1, the expansion (11.19) should agree with 
(11.2) and (IL 18), thus yielding 
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(IL 23) 

Vl,q(rh CPl) = 6qO "i1 
/2 sed(cpl - h). (n.24) 

Scattering of the incident field Un at the upper or lower 
plates gives rise to the scattered field un+l' The field 
un+l can be determined by a term-by-term application 
of the uniform asymptotic theory as summarized in 
Sec. lIB. The result for un+l thus obtained is to be com
pared with the ansatz (n. 19) and (IL 20) with n re
placed by (n + 1). By equating corresponding terms we 
are led to a set of recurrence relations for the co
efficients u ... q and V ... q • It is found that the recurrence 
relations are exactly the same as those given in Refs. 
4 and 5. Upon specializing to CPo = CPl = 1T/2, the recur
rence relations become 

(1125) 

(n.26) 

where m = 0,1,2,' .. and n = 1,2" . " provided that the 
following "finiteness condition" is satisfied: 

U ... 0 (a, 1T/2) = 1Tl /2(ro +a) 1/2 i Un,2q(rf +a, 1T/2)(-2:L) q. 
a q=o r("2 - q) ro + 2a 

(II. 27) 

In Sec. lID, it will be shown that coefficients {un,q} do 
indeed satisfy (Ii 27). The recurrence relations (n.25) 
and (II. 26) are accompanied by the initial values: 

(-l)q Iro+a)q'2 
Ul,q(rO, 1T/2) = r(q/2 + 1) \-a- , 

Vl,q(rO' 1T/2) = 6qo "ii1/2, (II. 28) 

which are taken from (II. 23) and (II.24). Furthermore, 
according to Ref. 4, the derivative au ... /acpo, which 
appeared in (Ii 26), is determined by an additional re
currence relation 

aUa+l, ... (ro,1T/2) _! 2:L. 't 1 
acpo - 2 ro+a q=O r(m/2-q/2+1) 

x aUn,q(ro +a, 1T/2) f~)·/2, (n.29) 
acpo \"0 + 2a 

subject to the initial conditions 

aUl.q(ro,1T/2) ° 
a CPo ' 

(IL 30) 

which is obtained by differentiation of (II.23). Hence all 
derivatives {au ... /acpo} vanish and (1126) simplifies to 
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1." (/2) -1/2 -2 Tu ... OU ... O a ,1T ro· (11.31) 

The latter recurrence relation holds for n = 1,2," . , 
m = 0, 1, .. '. By defining 

uo.o(a, 1T/2) = - 2, vo •• (ro, 1T/2) = 0, for q = 0,1,2, ... , 

it is easily seen by comparing with (11.28) that (11.31) is 
also valid for n = 0. 

Let us summarize the results obtained so far. The 
coefficients {u .... (ro, 1T/2)} are determined by the recur
rence relation and initial conditions 

n = 1,2, .. " m = 0,1, ... , (11.32) 

(-1)· (ro+a)./2 
ul •• (rO, 1T/2) = r(q/2 + 1) -a- ,q = 0,1,···. 

The coefficients {V .... (ro, 1T/2)} are determined by the 
recurrence relation and initial conditions: 

( /
2)-.!';' v .... (ro+a 1T/2) f-2:L)·/2 

vn+l, m ro, 1T - 2 ~ r(m/2 _ qj2 + 1) \ro + 2a 

- iT6mou ... o (a, 1T/2)rii1 /2, 

n, m =0, 1,"', (11.33) 

vo, .(ro, 1T/2) = 0, q = 0,1, .. " uo• 0 (a, 1T/2) = - 2. 

The solution of the recurrence relations (11.32) and 
(11.33) will be given in Sec. II D. 

Once the recurrence relations are solved, we may 
calculate the desired field solutions as below. Setting 
CPl =1T/2 in (11.19) and CPo =1T/2 in (II. 20), we have 

Un(rl, 1T/2) = i exp{ik[rl + (n - 2)a ]}{u ... o(rf, rr/2) 

+ [exp(i1T/4)/I2"1T]k-1/2v ... o(rf, 1T/2) 

+ OWl)} - 6n1 exp[ik(r1 -. a)], n odd, (II. 34) 

un(ro, 1T/2) = hexp{ik[ro + (n - 2)a ]}{u ... o (ro, 1T/2) 

+ [exp(i1T/4)/ fu]k-1/2v ... oh, 1T/2) + O(k-1
)}, 

n even. (IL 35) 

The total fields in the forward direction CPo = 31T/2 and 
backward direction CPl = 31T/2 of the incident field are 
given by 

u t (ro, CPo = 31T/2) = u~ (r1 = ro + a, CP1 = 1T/2) + u2 (ro, CPo = 31T/2) 
~ 

+ L; [U2n_l (rl = r o + a, CP1 = 1T/2) + U2n(rO, CPo = 31T/2)] , 
n=2 

(II. 36) 

ut(rf, CPl = 31T/2) = ui(r1' CP1 = 31T/2) + U2 (ro = r1 + a, CPo = 1T/2) 

+ "0 [U2n_l (rf, cP1 = 31T/2) 
n=2 

+U2n(rO = r1 + a, CPo = 1T/2)]. (II. 37) 

Let us consider the first terms in (II. 36) and (11.37) in 
a little more detail. Since ui =u i +u1, it follows from 
(II. 34) with n = 1 and the symmetry relation in (II. 4) that 
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uf(rt =ro +a, CPt =1T/2) 

= !exp(ikro){ut,o(ro + a, 42) + [exp(i1T/4)/127T]k-t /2 

XVt, o(ro +a, 1T/2) + owt)}, (II. 38) 

uf(rio CPt = 31T/2) 

=exp[-ik(rt +a)]+u1(rio CPt = 31T/2) 

= exp[-: ik(rt +a)]- 7Ut(rio CPt =1T/2) 

= exp[- ik(rt +a)] + Texp[ik(rt- a)] - hexp[ik(rt - a)] 

X {Ut, 0 (rio 1T/2) + [exp(i4 4)/v'21T]k-t /2Vt, 0 (rio 1T/2) 

+ O(k-t )}. (IL 39) 

When (II. 4), (II.34), (II. 35), (II. 38), and (II. 39) are 
used in (IL 36) and (11.37), we have the expressions for 
the total field in the forward and backward directions: 

"" 
= t exp(ikro) L; exp(i2nka){[u2n+t o(ro +a, 42) 

... 0 ' 

_ U2n+2,O(rO' 42)] + [exp(i1T/ 4)/12"1T]k-t /2 

X [V2n+t, 0 (ro + a, 1T/2) - V2n+2, 0 (ro, 42)] + O(k-t )}, (II. 40) 

ut(rio CPt = 31T/2) 

= exp[ - ik(rt +a)] + Texp[ik(rt - a)] 

- tTexp[ik(r1 - a)]{ut, o (rio 1T/2) + [exp(i1T/4l/ v'27T]k-t /2 

XVt o(rt, 1T/2)}+hexp[ik(r1- a)] t exp(i2nka) 
, ~1 

X{[U2n,0(rt +a, 1T/2) - U2n+1, o (rio 42)] 

+ [exp(i1T/ 4)/ v'27T]k-1 /2( V2n, 0 (r1 + a, 1T/2) 

- V2n+1,O(r1, 1T/2)] + O(k-1)}. (II. 41) 

It is interesting to note that the total field in the forward 
and backward directions depends on {un,o} and {vn,o} 
only. 

D. Solution of recurrence relations 

Consider first the recurrence relation in (II. 32). The 
same recurrence relation, subject to a different initial 
condition, was discussed in Ref. 4, Appendix C, where 
it was solved by a generating-function technique. 
Employing the same technique, we introduce the gen
erating function 

"" 
Fn(ro; z) = L; un,q(ro, 1T/2)(iz)q, 

/l20 
(11.42) 

where z is a complex variable. Thus, it was shown in 
Ref. 4, Appendix C, that (IL 32) can be reduced to a 
recurrence relation for Fn expressed in terms of Fn_io 
namely, 

. __ 1_1",,+f"'exp(-t2) ~ .t ro )1/2) F.(ro,z)- 2 . t- Fn_1 ro+a,t --2- dt 
1TZ -""+10< Z ro + a 

(IL 43) 

where Q < Irnz. By repeated application of (11.43), Fn 
can be expressed in terms of F t : 
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(11.44) 

where Qt <Irnz, Q", < Q",_1[rO + (m - 2)a]1/2[ro +ma]-112, 
m =2, 3, ... , (n-1). From the initial condition in (II. 32) 
and the definition of F1 in (IL 42), we find 

"" (-l)q (ro +a) q/2. q 
Ft(ro;z)=??o r(q/2+1) -a- (zz) 

r. (r +a)112] = 2F Lexp(- i1T/4)z -%-
according to (11.11). Using a well-known integral 
representation for the Fresnel integral F, we have 

1 1 ""+10< exp(- t
2
) dt (11.45) 

F1(rO;z) = 1Ti -""+101 t+z[(ro + a)/a] 11 2 ' 

where Q < - Irnz-l(ro + a)j a, which is to be substituted in 
(11.44). After simplification in a manner similar to that 
given in Ref. 4, Appendix C, we have the desired ex
preSSion of Fn: 

Fn(ro;Z)=21T-n/2(~r/2J:"" "'1"" exp [2iX1Z (ror: a) 1/2 

r +a ft-t n-2 ] 
- _o_x~ _ 2 L; x~ + 2 L; x",xm+1 - 2Xn_1xn - x~ 

ro ",=2 m=1 

(IL 46) 

The result in (II. 46) can easily be expanded in a power 
series of (iz), comparable to (II.42). Then it is found 
that the solution of un,q(ro, 1T/2) is given by 

2
q
+1 (a) 1/2(ro +a)q/2 un,q(ro, 42) = -, - -- In,q(ro), 

q. ro ro 

n=2,3,"', q=0,1,2,"', 

where In,q is an n-fold integral defined by 

In,q(ro)=1T-ft
'
2i''''···[''''x!exp(- ro;oa x~ 

- 2 L; x~ + 2 L; x",xm+t - 2Xn_1xn - x~ ~ ~ ) 
m=2 mCl1 

(110 47) 

(11.48) 

The result in (IL 47) and (II. 48) together with the initial 
coefficient ut,q(ro, 1T/2) in (11.32) constitutes the solu
tion for the recurrence relation in (II. 32). It can be 
shown that this solution satisfies the "finiteness condi
tion" in (II. 27). 

Next let us turn to the second recurrence relation in 
(11.33). Except for the inhomogeneous term, this rela
tion is identical to Eq. (C4) in Ref. 4. Hence, its solu
tion can be derived in exactly the same manner with the 
result 

(11.49) 
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where 

(II. 50) 

I () -n 12[ '" 1'" ( ro + a 2 no. ro =rr ... x1exp - --Xl 
o 0 ~ 

n n-l 
- 2 ~ X~ + 2 ~ X",xm+l)dXl dX2' •• dxn, 

n = 1,2,' . " q = 0,1,2,' ... (II. 51) 

According to (11.40) and (II. 41), the total field in the 
directions 1>0 = 31T/2 and 1>1 =3rr/2 only depends on the 
coefficients {u".o(ro, rr/2)} and {vn,o(ro, '/li2)}. Therefore, 
we present the special results of (II. 47) and (II. 49): 

ul, o {ro, rr/2) = 1; un,o (ro, 1T/2) = 2{a/ro)I/ZJn, o(ro), 

n=2,3,"', {II. 52) 

n = 1, 2, . . . . (II. 53) 

For later use, we derive simple closed-form results 
for U2,O and V2,O' We evaluate the double integral 

Jz,o(ro)=.! f'" f'" expC ro+a XI-2X1X2-X~)dXldX2 
rr 10 Jo \ ro 

by introducing the new variables Yl = (a/ro)l12xt> 
Y2 = Xl + x2; then, (II. 54) passes into 

(II. 54) 

Jz. 0 (ro) = (l/1T)(ro/a) 1 12 J Is exp{- YI - y~)dYl dY2, 

(II. 55) 

where S is a sector described by Yl?- 0, Y2?- (rola)1I2Yl' 
The sector S has an interior angle (1T/2) - tan-1(ro/ a)1/2. 
Thus, we find easily 

(
ro)l12 (rr/2) _ tan-1(ro/ a)1/2 

J2 o (ro) = -
'a 2rr 

and, consequently, 

uz,o(ro, rr/2) =t- (1/1T)tan-1(ro/a)1!2. 

(II. 56) 

(II. 57) 

The latter result has been checked by a direct computa
tion based on (II. 32). The coefficient V2,O in (110 49) 
becomes 

V2, 0 (r 0, rr/2) = - TYijl/2[ J o, 0 (a)Il, 0 (ro) + J1, 0 (a)Io. o(r 0)] 

=t;(ro+a)"1/2_ tTYijl12, (II. 58) 

which was also checked by a direct computation based 
on (II. 33). 

Furthermore, we need the values of In, 0 (ro) and 
In,o(ro) as ro - 00, and J".o(a). Their evaluations are 
given in Ref. 14. Here we list the final results: 

1 
I n, 0 (00) = -2-rr....,ln=-~1 ' n=2,3,"·, (II. 59) 

1 r(n + t) 
In,o(oo)=n! r(t) , n=0,1,2,"', (II. 60) 

-1 r(n-t) 
In,o(a)=-, r( 1) , n=0,1,2,···. 

n. - 2 
(II. 61) 

A comparison of (II. 59), (II. 61) with (II. 56) shows that 
they agree for n = 2. 
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In summary, the solutions of the recurrence relations 
in (II. 32) and (II. 33) are given, respectively, in (II. 47) 
and (II. 49). The explicit solutions for {un,o(ro, rr/2)} and 
{vn,o(ro, 1T/2)} as ro - 00 are given in (II. 50), (II. 52), 
(II. 53), and (II. 59)-(II. 61). 

E. Far fields in the forward and backward directions 

Consider first the total field ut(ro, 31T/2) in the for
ward direction ¢o = 31T/2, as given in (II.40). On sub
stitution of results in (II. 52), (II. 53), (II. 57), and 
(II. 58) for {un,o} and {vn,o}, we obtain 

ut~o, 32rr) =eXP(ikro){a + :1T tan-1 f:Y12] 
+a1/Z B exp(i2nka/J2n+l,o(ro +a) _ J2n+2,o(rO») 

n=1 \ (ro + a)t!2 ro 1/2 

+k-1I2 Texp(i1T/4) [ 1 + _1_ 
2 v'2iT 2v'r 0 + a 2 rr;;-

'" ( _ 1 2n+l 
+ 6 exp(i2nka) ~ 6 J m_1 o(a) 

.,1 vro +a m.l ' 

1 2"+2 
XIZn+l_m,O(ro +a) + C- 6 J m_1 o(a) 

vro m::l1 ' 

(II. 62) 

It has been verified that the first term in (II. 62), i. e, , 

ut(ro, 31T/2) I first term 

= exp(ikro)[t + (1/2rr) tan-l (ro/ a)1/2] (II. 63) 

agrees with the result that is obtained by specialization 
of a rigorous asymptotic expansion for the field due to 
Jones. 8 Jones did not take into account the interaction 
between the edges of the two plates, and hence did not 
obtain the other terms in (II. 62). For large values of 
ro, (II. 62) can be simplified, and we obtain the total far 
field in the forward direction 

t( 31T) {1 1 (a )1/2 (a)l/Z U ro,- = exp(ikro) - - - - +-
2 2 21T ro ro 

'" 
x 6 exp(i2nka)[J2n+1 0(00) - J Zn+2 0(00)] 

n::l1 " 

+ Texp(i1T/4)r1 + t exp(i2nkal- 2I! J ()1 ( ) 
2.j2rrkr

o 
L n=1 \ m=1 m-l,O a 2n+1-.... 0 00 

(II. 64) 

The term of order k-1 / 2 in (II~, 64) can be considerably 
simplified. From (II. 60) and (II. 61) it follows that 
,~ , 

- 6
1 

J m_1,o(a)I,+1_ ... 0(oo) = - 6 J .... 0 (a)I,_ ... 0(00) = m~ 

b r(m - t)r(p - m + ~) 
= m=O m!r(-t)(p-m)!n~) , 

(II. 65) 

where p = 2n or p = 2n + L The latter sum in (II. 65) is 
just the coefficient of t' in the power-series expansion 
of the product 
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(E r(q - \) t"\(E r(q + f) t"L (1- t)1/2(1_ tr1/2 = 1. 
'1"0 qlr(-a) "} pO qlr(a) r 

(II. 66) 

Note that both series in (II. 66) are binomial series 
which have been explicitly summed. Since the coeffi
cient of tP in (II. 66) is equal to lipo , it follows im
mediately that 

,+1 

- '0 J ... _1,0(a)lp+l_",. 0 (00) = 1ipo • 
... =1 

(II. 67) 

The use of (II. 67) and (II. 59) in (IT. 64) leads to the 
final expression for the total far field in the forward 
direction: 

u
t ~O' ifJo = ;IT) = eXp(ikro{~ - ;IT (~r/2 + ;IT (~y/2 

~ ( 1 1) x '0 ~ - rn-:-:-1 exp(i2nka) 
n=1 v2n v2n + 1. 

+ re + O(k-1) + o (r(i3 12) , h/4 ~ 
2"t2lTkro 

(II. 68) 

which agrees exactly with (A6) in Appendix A, which is 
an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution derived 
by the Wiener-Hopf technique. 

Next consider the total field u t in the backward direc
tion ifJl = 3 IT/2 , as given by (II. 41). On substitution of the 
results of (II. 52) and (IL 53) for the coefficients {un, o}, 
{va, o}, we obtain 

u
t flo ~1T) = exp[- ik(rl +a)J + exp(ik(rl - a)J 

x [!. + ra1/2 t: eXP(i2nka)(J2n,o(rl +a) 
2 ~1 vrl+a 

J2n+1,0(r1»)] exp(ilT/4) k-1/2 ['k( )] 
-r:::- + 2 r.;-- exp t rl - a 

vrl v2lT 

x [- ri1/2 + i; exp(i2nka) 
n=1 

( 

1 2 .. 

X - r::-- '01 J",.l,o(a)12n_",.O(rt +a) 
vrl +a "'= 

1 2n+l )~ 
+ .;:;; ~ J",_I.o(a)12n+l_",. ° (ri) ~t O(k-l). (II. 69) 

As ri - 00, (IL 69) can be Simplified in a similar manner 
as the reduction of (II. 62). The final expression for the 
total far field in the backward direction is given by 

which again agrees with the asymptotic expansion of the 
exact solution given in (A3), Appendix A. 

Let us now comment on several key steps in the 
derivation of the final solution in (II. 68) and (II. 70): 

(i) In the calculation of multiple scattering between 
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edges, the term-by-term application of the uniform 
asymptotic theory to the incident field in (II. 19) or 
(IL 20) is a formal procedure. As other formal proce
dures in ray-optical methods, its "justification" is its 
correct final result. 

(ii) The derivation of the recurrence relations in 
(II. 25) and (II. 26) depends critically on the fact that the 
qth constituent of the incident field in (II. 19) [or (II. 20)] 
is proportional to ~1 (or ~~), and ~1 is identically zero 
at the observation point, the location of the lower edge. 
Had the two plates been slightly staggered, simple re
currence relations as those in (II. 25) and (II. 26) could 
not have been derived. 

(iii) The evaluations of the integral In,q in (II. 48) and 
In.q in (IL 51) are themselves interesting mathematical 
problems. In Ref. 14, two methods are used for their 
evaluations: one is elementary and involves transforma
tion of variables in n-dimensional space and generating
function techniques, while the other uses integral equa
tions, Fourier transforms, and Wiener-Hopf technique. 

(iv) In two occasions in our derivation, the argument 
of analytical continuation was resorted to for extending 
the domain of convergence of the series involved. One 
occurs in the derivation of (II. 57) by a direct computa
tion from (II. 32): 

Ir !)-! i; u1• q (ro+al lT/2) (---2:L) '1/2 
u2,o~o'2 -2~ T(l-"2q} ro+2a 

1 ~ (-1)'1 (ro+2a)QI2( ro )'112 
= '2 ~ r(1- !q)r(l +¥!) -a- ro +2a 

=! _! -£ (-1)'1 lro\Q+(1/2) 
2 IT q=O 2q+l \aj . (II. 71) 

Note that this series converges to the right-hand side 
of (II. 57) only in the range 0 :;;ro:;; a. To show that 
(II. 57) also holds for ro > a, one may invoke some 
analytical continuation argument. The other similar 
situation arises in the verifications of (II. 25) and 
(IL 27) by a direct substitution from (II. 47). [Yet an
other occurs later in the derivation of (IV. 19) in Sec. 
IV, where three series converge only when 11) 1 < 1. ] 

Some numerical results calculated from (II. 68) will 
be presented in Sec. IIIe. 

III. NONSTAGGERED PARALLEL PLATES: SOLUTION 
BY MODIFIED DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENT 

A. Outline of approach 

In this part of the paper, the same problem sketched 
in Fig. 1, namely, the diffraction of a normally incident 
plane wave by two nonstaggered parallel plates is at
tacked by a different ray method-the method of modi
fied diffraction coefficient described in Refs. 6 and 7. 
The solution so obtained turns out to be in complete 
agreement with the exact far field solution given in 
Appendix A. 

First let us outline the general approach. From the 
symmetry of the problem it follows (see pp. 137-38 of 
Ref. 13) that the original problem sketched in Fig. 1 can 
be replaced by two auxiliary ones: (i) a problem with a 
perfect electric wall (where the tangential electric field 
is zero) at y =a/2 (Fig. 3a), and (ii) a problem with a 
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(a) electric wall 

FIG. 3. Two auxiliary problems for the problem sketched in 
Fig. 1. 

magnetic wall (where the tangential magnetic field is 
zero) at y =a/2 (Fig. 3b). Once these two auxiliary 
problems are solved their solutions will be properly 
superimposed to yield the solution of the original prob
lem. For the convenience of applying the method of 
modified diffraction coefficient, we generalize the prob
lem by letting the incident field u i come from the direc
tion <Pi. where (31T/2) < <pi"" 21T: 

ui (rt. <PI) = exp[ - ikrl cos (<PI - <pl)] exp(- ika), (Ill. 1) 

where {rl' <PI} are polar coordinates with origin at 
{x = 0, y = a} (Fig. 3a). The problem is to determine the 
total field at an observation point (rl, <PI), where krl - 00 

and 1T "" tPl "" 21T. After the field is derived, we will set 
tPl = 31T - <pL and let <pi go to 31T/2 in order to obtain the 
desired field solutions in the forward and backward 
directions. 

Let us concentrate on the problem with an electric 
wall (Fig. 3a). The incident field ui in (Ill. 1) reaches 
the upper edge x = 0, y = a, and diffraction there pro
duces a scattered field Ut (rt. tPI)' The field Ut propagates 
along diffracted rays emanating from the edge. Then 
the field along the diffracted ray in the direction tPt 
= 1T/2 is specularly reflected from the electric wall at 
y = a/2. The reflected field u2 strikes the upper edge 
again, and diffraction there produces a scattered field 
us(rl , tPI)' Such a diffraction and reflection sequence 
continues. The total field at (rt. tPI) is then given by 
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ut(rl> tPt) =ui (rt. <PI) + [U I (rt. tPI) +u1nt(rl> tPI)] 

X [1 - H(x) exp(ika I sintPtl )]. (Ill. 2) 

Here u1nt is the contribution from the interaction be
tween the upper edge and the electric wall 

~ 

u1nt(rt. tPI) = 6 U2n+1 (rl> tPI). 
n=1 

(Ill. 3) 

The term with the unit step function H(x) in (III. 2) is to 
account for the possible specular reflection at the elec
tric wall of the outgoing diffracted rays emanating from 
the upper edge. When the observation point (rt. tPI) has 
a negative x coordinate, i. e., 31T/2 < tPl "" 21T, H(x) = 0 
in agreement with the fact that there is no such a specu
lar reflection. When x> 0, the same factor 
exp(ika I sintPII ) accounts for the contribution of the 
specular reflection for both TM case (T= + 1) and TE 
case (T=-l). This independence of T is due to the com
bination of the facts that (i) the scattered field un 
satisfies the symmetry relation in (IL 4) and (ii) the re
flection coefficient of un from the electric wall is T. 

The central step is to determine u1nt• In the present 
approach, instead of determining u2, u3, ... successive
ly, we will introduce a diffraction coefficient for the 
upper edge, a modified version of Keller's diffraction 
coefficient, and write down u1nt in a single step. 

B. Far fields in the forward and backward directions 

Let us consider Ut (rt. tPI), the scattered field from 
the upper plate x < 0, y = a due to an incident field (III. 1) 
(as if the electric wall at y = a/2 and lower plate x < 0, 
Y = 0 were absent). Following Keller's geometrical the
ory of diffraction, 9, 10 the far field solution of ul is the 
sum of the usual geometrical optics field and a dif
fracted field u1. The latter is 

d( A..) _ exp[i(krl +1T/4)] D(A.. A..i) I( -_ 0) k Ut rh '1'1 ~ 'l't. '1'1 U rl , rl - <:00, 
2v21Tkrj 

where D(<p1> <pD is known as Keller's diffraction 
coefficient 

D(tPl> tPD = - (sec tPt ; tPi + Tsec tPt ; pt ). 

(Ill. 4) 

(Ill. 5) 

The result in (Ill. 4) and (Ill. 5) is not valid in the neigh
borhood of shadow boundary of the incident field <PI 
= tPt - 1T, or that of reflected field tPl = 31T - tPt. In those 
neighborhoods we may use the exact Sommerfeld half
plane solution for the scattered field: 

Ut (rl, tPI) = exp(ikrt) [- F (- -J2krl cos tPI; <pi) 

+TF(-J2krl cos tPt;P9Ju l (rl =0), (Ill. 6) 

where F is the Fresnel integral defined in (II. 7). The 
result in (III. 6) can be also derived, of course, by the 
uniform asymptotic theory described in Sec. II B. When 
tPt'" tPt - 1T and <Pt '" 31T - tPf, the Fresnel integral in (Ill. 6) 
can be replaced by its asymptotic expansion according 
to (II. 8) and (II. 9). Retaining only the leading term, we 
recover (Ill. 4) and (Ill. 5), plus the usual geometrical 
optics field. 
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According to Ref. 6 and 7, the interaction term U tllt 

in (m. 2) can be written in a similar form as (m. 4), 
and is given by 

exp[i(krt +1T/4)J - , i ] 
ulllt(rt, <Pt) - 2v'21Tkr

t 
[D(<Pt> <Pt) - D(<Pt> <Pt) 

XU' (1'1 =0), krl- 00, (ill.7a) 

where D(cp!> CPt) is a modified diffraction coefficient and 
is related to Keller's diffraction coefficient in (ITL 5) by 

(m.7b) 

_{l/G.(k I cos1>l I ), 11/2 <: <PI <: 31T/2, 
!(1)1)- G.(kicosCPtl), 0""1>1 <:1T/2, or 31T/2<:<Pt""21T. 

(m.7c) 

The function G.(a) is described in Appendix B. Several 
remarks about the formula in (m.7) are in order: 

(i) D is the exact diffraction coefficient .for the edge 
diffraction by a perfectly conducting half-plane in the 
presence of a parallel, infinite electric wall at distance 
a/2. It was derived from the rigorous solution of a 
canonical problem. 

(ii) In case that the infinite electric wall (Fig. 3a) is 
replaced by an infinite magnetic wall (Fig. 3b), (m.7) 
remains valid after replacing G.(a) by G.(a). The func
tion G.(a) is also described in Appendix B. 

(iii) The formula (ill. 7) is valid for both TM and TE 
cases. The difference in these two cases enters through 
D in (III. 5). 

(iv) Apparently, !(1)1) and hence D(cp!> <pD are not con
tinuous across <PI =342, since G.(O) =(1- exp(ika))1/2 
"* 1. However, in (m.2) this discontinuity is compensat
ed by the term with unit step function H(x), and as a 
result the total field ut is continuous across <PI = 31T/2. 

(v) In Refs. 6 and 7, u1 in (III. 4) and Utllt in (ill. 7) are 
combined in a single term. For the present application 
it is more convenient to separate out u1, which is the 
component that becomes infinite on shadow boundaries 
and should be replaced by ul in (III. 6). 

Concerning the result in (III. 7), we are particularly 
interested in the field exactly on the reflected shadow 
boundary. Letting <PI - (31T - <PI> in (III. 7), we obtain in 
the limit 

utnt(rtt <PI =31T- <pD 

- exp[i(krl + 1T/4)) (2 . A.f kG!(k I cos<p~ I») I( _ 0) 
2v"21Tkrt TSIn'l'1 G.(klcos<f;{l) u r t - , 

(m.8) 

where G~(Q') means the derivative of G.(O') with respect 
to 0'. G~(O') is also discussed in Appendix B. 

In summary, for the problem sketched in Fig. 3a 
with an incident field in (Ill. 1), the total far field solu
tion (krt - 00) is given by (ill.2), (III.6), and (Ill. 7) when 
31T/2 <: <pi "" 21T, 1T'" <PI ." 211'. For the special case <PI 
= 31T - <pi and <p~ - 31T/2, we obtain the total far field on 
shadow boundary of the reflected field from (Ill. 2), 
(III. 6), and (ill. 8), namely, 

electric wall: uteri> CPl = 31T/2) 
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-exp(-ik(rt +a») + exp(ik(r1 - a)]G(O) 

x[!. _ exp(i1T/4) (1 + 2T kG~(O)~ 
2 2v'21Tkr1 G .(0)/.1' 

krl - 00, (ill. 9) 

where G(a) = G.(a)G.(- 0') is defined in Appendix Band 
we have written the factor [1 - exp(ika)J as G(O). In the 
above derivation the case <pf =311'/2 is obtained as a 
limit CPt'" 31T/2 + 6, 6 - 0 +. It can be shown that the 
identical result is obtained when the limit is approached 
from the other side CPt"" 31T/2 - 6, 6 - 0 +. 

Following exactly the same procedure we can solve 
the problem sketched in Fig. 3b. For the special case 
<Pt "" 311' - <pt and <pt - 31T/2, the total far field is found to 
be 
magnetic wall: u t(rl' <PI = 31T/2) 

- exp[ - ik(rl + a)] + exp[ik(r1 - a)JC(O) 

x[! _ exp (i 17/4) (1 +27 kG~(O»)~ 
2 2...f21Tkrl G.(O) J' 

krl -00. (Ill. 10) 

Note that (IlL 10) is identical to (ill. 9) except for the re
placement of [G(O), G.(O), G~(O)] by [G(O), G.(O), G~(O)J. as 
discussed in (ii) following (III. 7). 

Now let us return to the original problem sketched 
in Fig. 1, with incident field given in (II. 1). The 
scattered far field in the forward direction CPo = 31T/2 is 
simply (r/2) times the difference of (m. 9) and (III. 10) 
after replacing (ri> <PI) by (1'0' <Po). This is evident from 
the sketch in Fig. 3, Including the incident field (II. 1), 
we have the total far field in the forward direction: 

t( ,(.. 31T) 1 (.k) exp(i(kro +1T/4)J 
U 1'0, '1'0""-2 -2"exp Z 1'0 + ~ 

2v21Tkro 

[
7"+ [1 - exp(- ika)]kGG!(o(o» + [1 + exp(- ika)]k~HO)] 

+ G.(O) , 

kro - "". (III. 11) 

The total far field in the backward direction <PI = 31T/2 is 
simply i times of the sum of (IlL 10) and (III. 11), and 
the result is 

u
t 
(ri> <PI = ~1T) - exp[ - ik(rl + a)] + 1Texp[ik(rt - a» 

exp[ik(rl- a) + i(1T/4)] 
- 2...f21Tkrl 

[ 
kG'ro) x 1 + 7{1- exp(ika»)-+-
G+(O) 

+7{1+eXP(ika)]k9:(O)], kr1 - ro• (III. 12) 
G.(O) 

The results in (III. 11) and (IlL 12) are in complete 
agreement with the rigorous far field solutions given by 
(A5) and (A2) in Appendix A. We emphasize that (III. 11) 
and (III. 12) are valid for arbitrary values of ka. When 
ka is large, we may use the asymptotic formulas for 
G.(a), G.( 0'), etc., in (IlL 11) and (III. 12). Retaining the 
leading terms up to O(k-1a- I ), we recover (II. 68) and 
(II. 70) exactly. 
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Compared with the derivation given in Sec. II, we 
arrive at the solution in (III. 11) and (III. 12) in fewer 
steps. The key to this simplification is that the interac
tion field u1nt is calculated from (III. 7), instead of from 
(III. 3). Looking from a different viewpoint, it is rather 
satisfactory that the use of the uniform asymptotic the
ory in Sec. II also recovered the exact asymptotic solu
tion. This was done without introducing a new canonical 
problem, with the interaction between two edges being 
"built up" from the local consideration of a single edge. 
In more general edge diffraction problems, formula 
(III. 7) may not be applicable, while the uniform asymp
totic theory can always be employed. One such example 
is given in Sec. IV. 

C. Numerical results and discussion 

For the problem sketched in Fig. 1 with incident 
field given in (II. 1), the solutions for the total far field 
(kro - 00, krl - 00) in the forward and backward directions 
are given in (III. 11) and (III. 12), respectively. When ka 
is large, the solutions reduce to those in (IL 68) and 
(II. 70). Some remarks concerning the numerical 
evaluations of those results are in order. 

First let us concentrate on (II. 68), and normalize it 
with respect to the incident field: 

u
t I - 1.+ 7" exp(ill/4) _l-.(~) 1/2[1_ sf.ka)] 

u' II>O=3r /2 - 2 2.J2rrkro 2rr rO \ 1T ' 

(III. 13) 

where SeX) is a short notation for the infinite series 

Sex) = 6 = - =-:-:; exp(i2n1Tx). ~ ( 1 1) 
n=1 v2n v2n + 1 

(III. 14) 

The latter series is slowly convergent. It is advantage
ous to transform it into an integral: 

Sex) = - 6 exp(i2n1TX) exp(- 2nt)t-1/ Z dt 1 ~ (1 00 

J1i n=l 0 

-1 ~ exp[- (2n+l)t]r1l2 dt) 

_ ~ i ~ exp(i21TX - 2[2)[1 - exp(- t2
)] dt 

- f7i 0 1 - exp(i21TX - 2t2) , 
(III. 15) 

which is rapidly convergent and can be easily evaluated 
by numerical integration. The series Sex) is periodic 
with period 1, and in fact a Fourier series. For later 
use we examine the behavior of Sex) in the vicinity of 
x = O. Referring to Section 1. 11 in Ref. 15, Sex) can be 
expressed in terms of Lerch's transcendent 4>(z, s, v), 
viz. , 

SeX) = 2-1 / 2 exp(i21TX){ 4>[ exp(i21Tx), ~, 1] 

- <1>[ exp (i21TX), ~, i)}. (III. 16) 

By means of formula 1.11(8) in Ref. 15, we obtain the 
Taylor expansion of Sex), and its leading terms are 

Sex) = S(O) - ~ exp(- i1T/4)x1 / 2 + O(x), (III. 17) 

valid around x = 0, where x1/Z = i 1 X 11/2 when x < O. The 
initial constant term in (III. 17) is equal to 

S(O) = (ll/2)[~(~) - ~(t %)] = 0.3951013566· .. , 

(III. 18) 
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where ~(s) and ~(s,v) are, respectively, ordinary, and 
generalized zeta functions, and the numerical values 
were taken from a table in Ref. 16. Since Sex) is 
periodiC with period 1, the expansion in (III. 17) is also 
valid after replacing x by (x - tn), where tn is an 
arbitrary integer, When this result is used in (III. 13), 
we have the normalized total field in the vicinity of 
(ka/1T) = m, m = 1,2,3,' .. (io e" the width a between the 
plates being a multiple of half wavelength): 

u
t I 1 1 [ -:-:1 '" 2" + ~ exp(i1T/4)7"- O. 605v2m 

u '" O=3r /2 2 2rrkr 0 

- exp(- i1T/4)- - -1 + 0 - -1 . tn1T(ka )1/2 (ka ~J 
.f2 m1T m1T 

(III. 19) 

From (III. 13), (III. 15), and (III. 19), it follows that 
ut/ul is a smooth function of ka, except at ka = m1T. At 
the latter locations, the amplitude and phase plots of 
ut/u l vs ka exhibit vertical tangents. 

0.55 ----- --- r-- ---I 
I ! 

: I 
I 

0.45 ----J 

I 

0.35 -_~ L_ -- ___ L_ - -~-------

0.25 
o 0.5 1.0 1.5 a/A 2.0 2.5 

I 
---r --1-

! l 
I 

O°L-______ L-______ L-______ L-______ L-____ ~ 

o 0.5 1.0 1.5 a/A 2.0 2.5 

FIG. 4. Normalized total field on the incident shadow bound
ary of two nonstaggered parallel plates (Fig. I} for TM case. 
The solid curves are calculated from (III.20}. and the dashed 
curves from (III. 13). 
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Some caution should be taken when ka = m1T, m 
= 1,2,3," '. When m is even, the integral (ill. 21) is 
divergent; when m is odd, the integral in (IIL 22) is 
divergent. However, these divergent integrals are com
pensated by the factors [1 'f exp(- ika)J in (m. 20) such 
that their combined values become zero in the respec
tive cases. It can be shown 'that the amplitude and phase 
plots of ut/u l vs ka, based on (ill.20), exhibit the same 
behavior at "resonance values" ka = m1T as the previous 
curves based on (UlI3). 

In Figs. 4 and 5, numerical results for the total far 
field in the forward direction are presented as a func
tion of the plate separation-to-wavelength ratio a/>.., 
with the observation point at a fixed distance from the 
lower edge r 0 = 2>.. .. The solid curves are calculated from 
(ill. 20)-(ill. 22), while the dashed curves stem from 

o 0.5 1.0 1.5 ,}\ 2.0 2.5 (ill. 13) and (ill. 15). Note that these two sets of curves 
are in good agreement even for a is about half 
wavelength. 

o -15 L-______ L-____ ~ ______ ~ ______ _L ____ ___ 

o 0.5 1.0 2.5 

FIG. 5. Normalized total field on the incident shadow bound
ary of two nonstaggered parallel plates (Fig. 1) for TE case. 
The solid curves are calculated from (ill. 20), and the dashed 
curves from (ill. 13). 

Next consider (IU.l1), which after normalization 
becomes 

u
t I =! + exp(ill/4) ( . kG~(O) 

UI •
o
.3r/2 2 2V21Tkro T+[l-exp(-tka)J G+(O) 

+ [1 + exp(- ika)] k~HO») • (ill. 20) 
G+(O) 

The evaluation of the last two terms in (IIL 20) is most 
easily done by numerical integration of the following 
representations, cf. Appendix B, 

km(O) = exp(- i1T/4) kal. oo exp(ika - kat2) 
G+(O) 1T/2 ."" 1- exp(ika - kat2) 

dt 
x (1 +!it2)tt2 , (ill. 21) 

kG!(O) =_ exp(-i1T/4) ka roo exp(ika-kat2) 
G+(O) 1T/2 J.oo 1 +exp(ika-kat2) 

dt 
x (1 + iit2)112 • (ill. 22) 
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IV. STAGGERED PARALLel PLATES 

A. Statement of problem and approach 

In this part o.f the paper, we consider the diffraction 
by two perfectly conducting, parallel plates staggered 
a length l. We assume 1 to be positive, finite, and not 
close to zero. The separation of the plates is a/2, 
which is written as b hereafter (Fig. 6). The incident 
field is that from an isotropic line source: 

ul (r2' <P2) = (i/4)HJI) (kr2) 

= exp[~1T/4)J [1 + (1/8ikr2) + O(k·2»). (IV. 1) 
2 21Tkr2 

The polar coordinates {ro, <Po}, {rt. <Pt}, and {r2, <P2} have 
origins at the lower edge, the upper edge, and the 
source point, respectively. We are interested in the 
case when the line source, the two edges, and the 
observation point are exactly on a straight line (Fig. 6), 
i. e. , 

line source: ro = c + d, <Po = 0, 

observation point: ro =ro, <Po = 1T + O. 

(IV.2a) 

(IV.2b) 

Except for the special situations 1 = 0 or 1 = 00, rigorous 
analytical solution to this problem is not known. In 
Ref. 6, two coupled Wiener-Hopf equations were form
ulated and an approximate method for solving them 
valid for large kl was presented. However, for the case 
d~scribed in (IV. 2) (the most difficult one), no explicit 
result was obtained. Recently JonesB studied the same 
problem with a plane wave incidence (instead of in
cidence from a line source). He first considered the 

y 
FIG. 6. Two 
staggered 
parallel 
plates illumi
nated by an 
incident cyl
indrical wave 
from a line 

x source at 
r2 =0. 
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scattering of the incident plane wave at the upper plate 
and obtained an exact result for the scattered field in 
terms of Fresnel integrals. Then the diffraction of 
this scattered field at the second (lower) plate is treat
ed by the conventional Wiener-Hopf technique. The 
final result thus obtained may be considered as the field 
scattered by two parallel plates when the interaction 
between the plates is ignored. Jones' analysis includes 
the special case when the incident plane wave propagates 
in a line through the edges of the two plates. It is this 
special case that is comparable to our result to be 
derived next. Excluding interaction terms, Jones' re
sult and our result are found in agreement. 

To attack the problem sketched in Fig. 6 with in
cident field in (IV. 1), we will use a combination of the 
uniform asymptotic theory (cf. Sec. II) and the method 
of modified diffraction coefficient (cf. Sec. ill). Again 
our solution is asymptotic for large k, and contains 
terms up to and including the order of k-3/2 • The steps 
of solution are described below. The incident field u i 

in (IV. 1) reaches the upper plate x < -l, Y = b, and 
diffraction there produces a scattered field ul(rh <PI)' 
The field u1 on the diffracted ray traveling in the direc
tion <PI =1T/2 is bounced back and forth between the low
er plate and the upper edge. This multiple interaction 
is accounted for by a single scattered field u1nt(rh <PI) 
emanating from the upper edge. The calculation of u1 
and u int follows a procedure similar to that used in 
Sec. IlL For the diffraction at the lower edge x = 0, 
Y = 0, the incident field is taken to be 

(IV. 3) 

In the neighborhood of the lower edge, iii is further 
divided into two components: cylindrical wave compo
nent U~y and noncylindrical component it!o. Their re
spective diffractions give rise to u~y and u!o, which are 
calculated by the uniform asymptotic theory described 
in Sec. II. The further successive diffraction of u!o by 
the upper edge results in u~p. Successive diffraction of 
u~ by the upper edge gives rise to a field of order k-2• 

and hence this contribution is ignored. The total field 
solution in the direction <Po =1T + n, correct to the order 
k-3/2

, is then given by the sum of u~y, u!o, and u~p, 

B. Far field solution in forward direction 

The scattering of u i in (IV. 1) at the upper plate gives 
rise to a scattered field u1 (rt> CP1)' To derive an asymp
totic expression of u1 valid in the region 1T/2"" CP1 "" 1T, 
we may use the uniform asymptotic theory summarized 
in Sec. II B. The result is 

U (1' A.)= -exP[i(krl+kC+1T/4)](1+_1_)F(_kI/2t*) 
1 1> '1'1 2...j21Tkr2 8ikr2 .,,1 

exp[i(kr1 +1T/4)] exp(i(kc +1T/4)] 
+ 

2...j21Tkrl 2V21Tkc 

xI72rlc)1/2(~n_1_ sec <PI- (211"- n) 
~ r2 2 

CPI + (21T - n)] O(k-2) - Tsec 2 + , (IV. 4) 

where F is the Fresnel integral defined in (II. 7) and 
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~t = (r1 + c - rz)l!2 sgn (cos PI - ~1T - n») 
=1. 4rlc )I/ZcosPI-(21T-m 
\rl +c +rz 2' (IV. 5) 

For 1T/2"" CPI "" 1T and rl"* 0, ul (rj, <PI) given in (IV. 4) is 
finite and continuous everywhere. 

The field u1 on the diffracted ray traveling in the 
direction <PI =1T/2 is bounced back and forth between the 
upper edge and the lower plate, resulting in a scattered 
field U tnt• Since 1 is assumed to be positive and not 
close to zero, this interaction is locally the same as 
that discussed in Sec. ill. Thus, using (III. 7), one 
obtains 

u (r A.)= exp(i(krl+1T/4)] exp[i(kc+1T/4)] 
tnt 1> '1'1 2...j21Tkr

l 
2Y21Tkc 

In the region 1T/2 "" <PI "" 1T, U tnt can be written more 
explicitly 

u (r A.) = exp[i(krl + 1T/4») exp[i(kc +1T/4)] 
tnt h '1'1 2...f21Tkrl 2...j21Tkc 

X(1- G.(kcos(21T-nll) 
G.(k I COSCP11) 

( 
<Pl- (21T- nl ¢1 + (21T- n») 

X sec 2 + Tsec 2 

+ O(k-2). (IV. 7) 

Assuming that n or CP1 is not close to 1T/2, we may use 
the asymptotic expansion for G.(u) given in (Bll), Ap
pendix B (remembering a = 2b), and (IV. 7) passes into 

u (r A.) = exp[i(krl +1T/4)] exp(i(kc +1T/4)J 
tnt I> '1'1 2...j21Tkr

l 
2...J21Tkc 

X (exP(i1T/4) t exp(i2nkb») 
2 v'ifkii ... 1 n3/2 

( 
CPl-(21T-n) 

X(sec(21T-O)+secCP1] sec 2 

(IV. 8) 

valid for 1T/2 < CP1 01T, away from r 1 = O. It should be re
marked that the result in (IV. 8) can be also derived by 
using the uniform asymptotic theory described in Sec. 
n. Such a derivation, however, is quite involved, 
whereas the use of (ill. 7) enables us to write down 
(IV. 8) readily as we did above. 

Next consider the diffraction at the lower edge x = 0, 
y = O. The solutions of u 1 and u 1nt having been found, the 
incident field iii defined in (IV. 3) now can be written ex
plicitly as iii =ii~y+ii!o, which consists of a cylindrical 
wave component U~y and a noncylindrical wave com
ponent if!o. From (IV. 3), (IV.4), and (IV. 8) we find 
the cylindrical wave component to be 

-I ( A.)= exp[i(kr1+ 1T/ 4)] C( A.) O(k-2 ) 
U CY rh '1'1 ~ rl> '1'1 + , 

2v21Tkrl 

1T/2 < CPl $0 7T, 
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where 

P1 + (21T - 0) (eXP(i1T/4) t exp(i2nkb)) 
- Tsec 2 + 2Mb n_1 nS/2 

x[sec(211"- O)+sec1>d 

( 1>1 - (21T - 0) P1 + (21T - 0)\1 (IV 10) 
x \sec 2 + T sec 2 JJ.' 

The noncylindrical wave component in (IV. 9) is found 
to be 

-I ( "')= exp[i(kr1+ ke +7r/4)] (1 _1_)F(k1/2t*) 
Uno r 1, '1'1 ~ + S'k <,1 • 2v21Tkr2 z r2 

(IV. 11) 

The diffraction of U~y, it!., at the lower edge gives rise to 
total field components U~y, u;o, respectively. Their cal
culations are considered below. 

For an incident cylindrical wave it~y, we can apply 
formula (II. 6) directly. Retaining only the leading 
terms, we have 

t ( "')= exp[i(kro+kd+1T/4)] F(k1/2t*)C(r "') 
U CY r o, '1'0 2v'21Tkr1 <'0 1> '1'1 

exp[i(krO+1T/4)] exp[i(kd+1T/4)] 
+ 

2v'211"kr 0 2v'21Tkd 

x[(2;:d) 1 /2 (~t)"lC(r1> 1>1) _ (sec po ; 0 

+ Tsec pr 0) C(d, 1T - mJ + 0(k-2
), (IV. 12) 

valid for 1T "" 1>0"" 21T, away from the lower edge ro = 0. 
The function ~t was defined in (11.12). Of particular 
interest is the field in the forward direction 1>0 = 1T + O. 
In this direction, ~t = ° and sec (1)0 - 0)/2 becomes 
infinite. However, the resultant singularities do cancel 
and u~Y remains finite as shown below. Let us assume 
that 1>0 deviates from (1T + 0) by a small number Ii: 

1>0 = (1T+O)-li. (IV. 13) 

Then, it follows from simple geometry in Fig. 7 and the 
definitions in (II. 12) and (IV. 5) that 

y 

FIG. 7. Limiting case when the observation point falls on the 
line through the source point and two edges: ro is fixed and 
1>o-l'+Q (or equivalently 0-0). 
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--.!L [ 2 (4)] d(ro - d~ 1>1 = (1T - 0) + d Ii 1 +Aoli + 0 Ii , Ao = 6( d)' 
ro+ ro+ 

[ 2 4] ro(d+e) 
r2=(ro+d+e)1+A21i+0(1i), A2=-2( d )2' 

ro + +e 

* _ (rod ) 1 /2[ 2 (4 ] _ ! (rod _ !) ~o-Ii 2(ro+d) l+Asli+OIi), As-S (ro+d)2 3' 

*=Ii~( (ro+d)e )1/2[1+A li2 + 0(li4)], 
~1 ro+d 2(ro+d+e) 4 

A _! [ r 0 (~+ d + e ) _ r5 + 2rod + 4d
2
} 

4 - S Lro +d +c ro +d ro +d +c 3(ro +d)2 

(IV. 14) 

Substituting (IV. 13) and (IV. 14) into (IV. 10) and (IV. 12) 
and letting Ii - 0, we obtain 

u~y(ro, 1>0 = 1T + 0) 

_ exp[i(kro +kd +44)] exp[i(kc +1T/4)] 
- 2v'21Tk(rp +d) 2v'21Tkc 

X(_T_ + exp(i1T/4) sinO t eXP(i2nkb)) 
2 sinO 2fiikbCos20n=t nS/ 2 

exp[i(kro +1T/4)] exp[i(kd +1T/4)] exp[i(kc +1T/4)] 
+ 2v'21TkrO 2v'21Tkd 2v'21Tkc 

~ cro 1.2!L COSO) (k-2) ( ) x 2( d )2 + ~ + d ~ + 0 . IV. 15 ro + + c SIn.. ro + sIn •• 

We note also that the successive diffraction of U~y by the 
upper edge (including interaction) leads to terms of 
0(k-2) for the field in the direction 1>0 = 11" + O. Hence they 
are ignored. 

It remains to calculate u!o, the total field component 
due to the incidence of it!". Because of the rapid 
variation of the Fresnel function across H = 0, it!" can
not be regarded as a cylindrical wave, and the uniform 
asymptotic theory cannot be directly applied to calculate 
its diffraction at the lower edge. Following the method 
in Ref. 4, we expand the Fresnel integral in a Taylor 
series around ~f = 0, viz., 

itl (r 1> )-exP(ikr)(i',z(q)(r 1> )k(q-1l/2 no 1> 1 - 1 ~ 1, 1 

(IV. 16) 

where z(q) is determined from (11.11) and is given by 

q=0,1,2,···. (IV. 17) 

Each term in (IV. 16) is now considered as a cylindrical 
wave constituent. We apply the formula of uniform 
asymptotic theory in (11.6) to each constituent separate
ly and then sum up the resultant fields to obtain u!o, 
namely, 

u!,,(ro, 1>0) 

= exp[ik(ro + d)] [~ (F(k1 /2 ~t) + expi~1T/ 4) k-1 /2(~t)-1 
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+ ~ £; IF(k1/2t;*) + exp(ill/4) k-1/2(t;*t1 
Bt q.O \' 0 21T 0 

[(q-ll/2] ) J 
x L; rem + i)(iktm(t;tt2m r2' lz(ql(rh CPl)k(q-3l/2 

"",0 

_ exp(i(kro+kd+1T/4)] fk-l (Ol(d _ n) ( CPo- 0 
2v'21Tr

o 
L' z ,1T.. \sec 2 

~) 'k-3/2 1 _oZ_(_l....:l(d_,z....;1T;",-_O..!..) + Tsec -t - -
2 4d oCPl 

X (sin(cpo - 0) sec3 CPO; 0 _ Tsin(cpo +0) sec3 po;o)J 

+ O(k-2
), (IV. 1Ba) 

where t;t was defined in (IL 12), (q± 1)/2] is the largest 
integer"" (q± 1)/2, and 

z(Ol(d 1T _ 0) = exp(i(kc +1T/4)] (IV.1Bb) 
, 4.J21T(C + d) , 

OZ(1)(d,1T-O)_ exp(ikc) rca 
(IV, 1Bc) 

oCPl - 41T c+d' 

In deriving (IV. 1Ba), we have made use of the fact that, 
due to the factor (t;t)q, the incident field amplitude 
z(ql(rh CPl) and its first (q-1) derivatives vanish at the 
lower edge rl =d, CPl =1T- O. The result in (IV.1B) can 
be simplified considerably. The steps follow exactly 
those in Ref. 4, Sec. 6, except that terms of O(k-3/2 ) 
in (IV.1Ba) were not present in Ref. 4. Mter simplifi
cation, (IV. 1Ba) becomes 

t ( m) _ exp(i(kro +kc +kd +1T/4)] i( ( 1/2 * (1/2 
Uno r O, '1"0 - 2v'21Tkr2 ~ F k t;o )F k t;t) 

+iF(k1/2 t;t(1 +1]2)112)_ iexp(- ikt;,T2)F(k1/2 t;n 

G( k1/2t*)] (1 _1_) exp(i1T/4) (t*rl 
+ 1], '>0 + Bikr2 + 4fiii '>0 

X 1 i (t;*t2 1] } 
(1 + 1]2)112 - 41Tk 0 1 + 1]2 

exp(i(kro + 1T/4)] exp(i(kc +kd + 1T/4)] 
2v'21TkrO 2.J21Tk(c +d) 

1 ( CPo - 0 m. + 0) exp(i(kro + 1T/4)] 
X-

2 
sec-

2
-- +Tsec~2 + ~ 

2v21Tkro 

i exp(ik(c +d)J(E)1/2 f., (m _ n) 3~ 
X 161Tk(c +d) d \sm '1"0 •• sec 2 

_ Tsin(cpo + 0) sec3 po; 0) 

+ O(k-2), (IV. 19) 

valid for 1T "" CPo "" 21T, away from the edge ro = O. In 
(IV. 19), the following notations were used: 

t;t 
1] = t;t ' (IV. 20) 

G( t) exp(- i1]
2
t
2
) 1~ exp(i0'2t

2
) d (IV. 21) 

1], = 21T 1 +0'2 0'. 
o 

On the shadow boundary CPo = 1T + 0, t;t = t;r = 0, and 
sec (CPo - 0)/2 becomes infinity. As before, the resultant 
singularities do cancel, and a finite u!o is obtained, 
namely, 
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u!o(ro, CPo = 1T + 0) 

= exp(i(kro+kd+kc+1T/4)] [1 +1.. tan-l/. roc )1 /2J 
2v'21Tkh +d +C) 4 21T \(ro +d +c)d 

X(l+J:.- 1 )+exp(i(kro+1T/4)] exp(i(kc+kd+1T/4)] 
Btk ro +d +c 2.J21Tkro 2.J21Tk(c + d) 

x _T_ + exp(i(kro +1T/4)] exp(i(kc +kd +1T/2)] (E.)1/2 
2 sinO 2v'21TkrO B1Tk(c +d) d 

(
cosO ) -2 

X - T ----:---v=; + A5 + O(k ), 
sln •• i 

(IV, 22) 

where 

A = 4 (3A _ A + iA + 2roc (A, - Aa») _ 1 
5 a 4 2 (ro+d)(c+d) 6 

1 (c +d)(r~ - cd - d2) 
= - '2 - 2(ro +d)(ro +c +d)2 • (IV. 23) 

The previous expansions (IV. 14) were intermediate in 
deriving these results. It remains to determine the 
diffraction of u!o by the upper edge. The field on the 
diffracted ray of u!o traveling in the direction CPo = 0 is 

exp(i(kro+1T/4)] exp(i(kc+kd+1T/4)] (1) 
N21Tkro 2v'21Tk(c +d) 2 

X (-1- TsecSl) + O(k-3/2 ), (IV. 24) 

which was calculated from (Ill. 4) with u'(rl = 0) re
placed by u!.,(d, 1T - 0) as given by (IV.11). After diffrac
tion at the upper edge, it gives rise to a field in the 
direction CPl = 1T - 0: 

exp(i(krl +1T/4)] exp(i(kd +1T/4)] exp(i(kc +kd +1T/4)] 
2v'21Tkr 1 2 .J21Tkd 2.J21Tk (c + d) 

x (i)(-1- TsecO)( -1- Tsec(1T - 0)] + O(k-2
), (IV. 25) 

which was calculated from (III. 4) with u' equal to the 
quantity in (IV. 24). Diffraction of the field in (IV. 25) at 
lower edge simply reduces the dominant term by a 
half. Thus, the successive diffractions of u!o at the 
upper and lower edges result in a contribution to the 
total field in the direction CPo = 1T + 0: 

u~p(ro, CPo = 1T + 0) 

_ exp(i(kro +kd + 1T/4)] exp(i(kd +1T/4)] 
- 2.J21Tk(ro + d) 2v'21Tkd 

x exp(i(kc +kd +1T/4)] C tan
2
0) + O(k-2). 

2.J21Tk(c +d) \" 4 
(IV. 26) 

Further interaction of u~p with the upper edge is of no 
interest because it produces fields of O(k-5/2 ) in the 
direction ¢o = 1T + 0, 

Summing up (IV. 15), (IV. 22), and (IV. 26), we obtain 
the desired total field in the direction ¢o = 1T + 0 due to 
an incidence given in (IV. 1), viz., 

utero, CPo = 1T + n) =k-1/2 P +k-1Q +k-3/2 R + O(k-2
), 

(IV. 27a) 

where 

P = exp(i(kro + kd +kc + 1T/4)] [1 + ...!. tan-1 f. roc ) 1121 , 
2v'21T(ro +d +c) 4 21T \(ro +d +c)d J 

(IV. 27b) 
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FIG. 8. Normalized total field on the incident shadow boundary 
of two staggered parallel plates (Fig. 6) for TM case. ut is 
calculated from Eq. (IV. 27) with one, two, and three terms 
(indicated by 1, 2, and3. respectively, ne~ to the curves); 
ul=exp[ikrz+i1r/41!2.J27rkrz where rz=c+d+ro. 

Q= exp[i(kro+kd+kc+1T/2)] ( 1 + 1 )_T_ 
81T \.Jro(c +d) .J(ro +d)c 2 sin~ 

(IV. 27c) 

R_exP[i(kro+kd+kC+31T/4)]{ f2 . sin~ 
- 8(21T)3/ 2 .J(ro +d)bc coS2~ 

t exp(i2nkb) 1T [1 1 
X n-1 n3/2 - (ro +d +c)3/2 '4 + 21T 

xtan-
1tro :0; +c)d) 1/] + .J:odC (- 2(; +d) 

cd 1 d(ro-c) 
+ +--+-

2(ro +d)(ro +d +c) sin2~ (ro +d)(c +d) 

exp(i2kd) tan2~} 
- .J(ro +d)(d +c)d -4- , 

TCOS~) 
sin2n 

(IV. 27d) 

which is valid for n not close to 1T/2 (or l '" D). Some 
numerical results calculated from (IV. 27) are present
ed in Figs. 8 and 9 pertaining to a configuration with 
n=1T/4, c =d=2A. 

From the result in (IV. 27) we can also obtain the 
total field ut(ro, CPo =1T +~) when the incident field is a 
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plane wave coming from the direction CPo = n. To this 
end, let us multiply (IV. 1) by the factor 

2.J2rrkc exp[- ik(c +d) - i(1T/4)]. (IV. 28) 

In the limit c - 00, the incident field in (IV. 1) then be
comes a plane wave given ~y 

(IV. 29) 

Multiplying the final result (IV. 27) by the same factor 
(IV. 28) and letting c - 00, we obtain the total field on the 
incident shadow boundary when the incident field is 
given by (IV.29), namely, 

ut(ro, 1>0 =1T + n) = P +k-1 12Q +k-tn + O(k-3 / 2), (IV.3Da) 

where 

p=exp(ikro>[~ + ;1T tan-1(t) 1/2] , (IV.30b) 

Q = exp[i(kro +rr/4)] (.-!... + _1_) _1'_ 
2v'2iT ~ .Jro +d 2 sinn' 

(IV.30c) 

R= iexp(ikro) (_ ro +_1 __ _ d_ 1'COSn)+R 
81T,;r;;J 2(ro +d) sin2n ro +d sin2n lilt> 

(IV.30d) 
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FIG. 9. Normalized total field on the incident shadow boundary 
of two staggered paranel plates (Fig. 6) for TE case. ut is 
calculated from Eq. (IV. 27) with one, two, and three terms 
(indicated by 1, 2, and 3, respectively, next to the curves); 
ui~exp[ikrz+i7r/4l!2.J21rkr2' where r2=c+d+ro' 
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R
int 

= i eXp(ikro)r(~)1/2 sinO t exp(i2nkb) _ ex (i2kd) 
8rrho + d L\b cos20 1>#1 n3/2 p 

tan
2
0J x--

4,[d 0 

(IVo 30e) 

The final result in (IV. 30) may be compared with the 
rigorous solution derived by Jones in Ref. 80 Jones' 
solution is a uniform asymptotic expansion for the total 
field ut(ro, CPo) in the forward region rr <S CPo <S 27T; this 
expansion contains terms up to 0(k-1) [term of 0(k-312 ) 

is not included]o In Ref. 17, Jones' solution is special
ized to the case CPo = 7T + 0 (a step that involves some 
tedious limit computations). It is found that the result 
agrees precisely with (IVo 30), except that Rint in 
(IV. 30e) does not appear in Jones' solution, The term 
Rint describes the interactions between the parallel 
plates: (i) the first term in (IV, 30e) accounts for the 
multiple reflections and diffractions along the shadow 
boundary x = -1, 0 <S Y <S b (Fig, 6), and (ii) the second 
term results from the interaction between the edges 
along their connecting line. Jones did not consider these 
two types of interactions which explains the absence of 
R int in his solution, 

It is also interesting to observe that the interaction 
contribution described by Rlnt is of order 0(k-1) pro
vided that O*7T/2 and 0 is not close to 7T/2. When 
0= rr/2 precisely, the interaction contribution is of 
order O(kO), as can be seen by comparison of the re
sults in Sec. II and that of Jones. Thus, as 0-7T/2, 
the interaction contribution increases from 0(k-1) to 
O(kO). It would be desirable to derive a result which is 
uniform in Q; however, such a derivation seems beyond 
our means for the moment 

APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION OF DIFFRACTION 
BY TWO NONSTAGGERED PARALLEL PLATES 

For diffraction of an incident plane wave by two non
staggered parallel plates, the problem has been solved 
exactly by the Wiener-Hopf technique (see ReL 12, Sec 
3.2, or Ret 13, Sec. 3-12)0 The solution is given in 
terms of an inverse Fourier transform, and it is exact 
We have evaluated the inverse Fourier transform and 
obtained the far field solution. When the incident field 
is given by (II. 1) (normal incidence), the total field 
u t in the upper half-space (y ~ a), far away from the 
edges, is found to be (Figo 1) 

t t ' exp[i(kr1 +7T/4)] 
u (r1' cPj) -uu(rl1 C(1) + exp(- zka) ~ D(CP1 3rr/2) 

2v2rrkr1 ' 

x( G+(k cosC(1)G+(k COS37T/2); G+(k cosC(1)G+(k cos3rr/2) 

(Ala) 

where u~ is the (exact) total field due to the upper plate 
when the lower plate is removed, and is given by 

u~ = exp[ik(r1 - a)] {F[ .J2krt cosi(cpt - 37T/2)] 

+ rF[.J2krl COSi(CPl + 37T/2)]. (Alb) 

Here the Fresnel integral F is defined in (II.7), Keller's 
diffraction coefficient D in (III. 5), and G+(a) and G+(a) 
in Appendix B. The solution in (Al) is valid uniformly 
for all cPt, between 7T and 27T, and for an arbitrary ka. 
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In deriving (Al) from the said inverse Fourier trans
form, we have used the following procedure: First, the 
integrand of the inverse Fourier transform is decom
posed into a term which exhibits a pole Singularity and 
a second term which has no such a pole singularity but 
contains a branch Singularity. Evaluation of the first 
constituent yields the field u~ in (Alb). Saddle point 
integration of the second constituent yields the remaind
er of (Ala). 

We are interested particularly in the total field exact
lyon the reflected shadow boundary CPt = 37T/2. Setting 
cPj = (37T/2) - 5, where 5 - 0 and making use of the 
relations 

D(CP1137T/2) = (2r/5)[l + 0(5)], 

G.(k coscPj) = G+(O) - 5kG~(0) + 0(52), 

G+(O) = [G(O) ]1/2, 

we obtain 

ut(rj, cPj = 37T/2) 

-exp[- ik(rt +a)]drexp[ik(rj- a)] 

_ exp[ik(r1- a) +'i(rr/4)] (1 + T(1- exp(ika)]kG~(O) 
2v'27Tkrj \' G+(O) 

, kG~(O») + r[l +exp(zka)]-_-- , 
G+(O) 

For large ka, formulas (B20) and (B21), Appendix B, 
may be used in (A2); then u t becomes 

u t (rl1 cPj = 3
2
7T)-exp[- ik(rj +a)] +exp[ik(rt - a)] 

x[~ +;7T (:YI2 ~ G2~-1 - ~) 
X ( '2 k) eXP(i7T/4)] expzna- =, 

2v2rrkrj 
krj - 00 and ka - 00. (A3) 

Corresponding to (Al), the solution of u t in the lower 
half-space (y <S 0), far away from the edges, is found to 
be (Fig. 1) 

t t . exp[i(kro +7T/4)] 
u (ro, CPo) -u,(ro, CPo) - exp(- zka)2.J27Tkr

o 
D(cpO,7T/2) 

x~G+(k coscpo)G+(k cos7T/2) ~ C+(k cospo)G+(k cos7T/2) 

+eXP(ika») , kro- oo , 7T~CPo~27T, (A4a) 

where u; is the (exact) total field due to the lower plate 
when the upper plate is removed, and is given by 

u; = exp(ikro){F( .J2kro cosi(cPo - 7T/2)] 

+ rF( .J2kro cosi(cpo + rr/2) ]}. (A4b) 

Exactly on the incident shadow boundary cPo = 37T/2, we 
obtain the total field u t from (A4), namely, 

J 37T) 1 ('k) exp[i(kro +7T/4)J 
u\ro,cpo="2 -2 exPZ ro + 2V27Tkro 

x (T+ [1 - exp(- ika)] kg:(~1 + [1 + exp(- ika)] 

x k~:(O) ) kro - 00. (A5) 
G+(O) , 
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For large ka, the use of (B20) and (B21) in (A5) leads to 

ut(r ¢ = 311) _ exp(ikr) [! _1- (..!!.) 1/2 + 1... (a) 1/2 
0, 0 2 0 2 27T ro 21T ro 

x 6 r.L - r.=-:-:t exp(i2nka) ~ ( 1 1) 
n=1 v2n v2n + 1 

exp(i11! 4)J 
+ T 2v'211kr

o 
' kro - "" and ka - "". (A6) 

APPENDIX B: FUNCTIONS G.(a) AND G. (a) 

We are interested here in the factorization of two 
functions 

G(a) = 1- exp[- a(a2 _ k 2)1/2], 

G( a) = 1 + exp[ - a( Q2 - k 2)1 /2J, 

in the manner 

G(Q) = G.(a)G.(- a), 

G(Q) = G.(a){U- a), 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

(BS) 

(B4) 

where G.(a) and G.(Q) are regular in the upper half 
complex a-plane (ImQ > 0) and have algebraic behavior 
at infinity. These two factorizations have been studied 
extensively in the literature. Here we simply list 
several useful final results. 

(i) Infinite product forms6, 7, 12, 13 

G.(Q) = [2(1 + Q!k) sin(ka!2)J1 / 2 exp(-i7T!4) 

x exp[ (i Qa! 211) (1 - C + In (411 !ka) + -bi) ] 

x exp{(iayj27T) In[( a - y)!k J} Ii (1 + a!iy,,) 
,,=1 

xexp(iaa!2n11) , (B5) 

G.(a) = [2 cos (ka!2)]l /2 exp[(i aa!27T)(1- C + In (11!ka) -t hi)] 

x exp {(iay!211) In[ (Q - y)!k J} Ii (1 + a/iY"_1 d 
n=1 

xexp(iaa!(2n-l)11], (B6) 

where C = 0.57721· .. is Euler's constant, y = (Q2 _ k2)1 /2 

=-i(k2- ( 2)1/2, and y",=(2m11!a)2_k2]112 

=' - i(k2 - (2m11/ a)2JI / 2 with m = n or n - !. 
(ii) Relation to Weinstein's functions l 8, 19: 

G.(a) = exp[U( a/k, ka)J, 

G.(Q) = exp[U(a!k, ka)J. 

Here U(s, ka) denotes the exact Weinstein function 

1 J~ U(s,ka) = 21Ti _~ In(l-exp(ika-kat2)J 

x (1+it2)(l+~t2t1/2 dt 
t(l + ~t2)l72 - 2-1 /2 s exp(i11/4) , 

and U(s, ka) is again given by (B9) after replacing 
In[l- exp(ika - kat2)] by In[1 + exp(ika - kat2)]. In Ref. 
IB, an approximation for U(s,ka) was introduced, 

1 f.~ Ua-gp(s,ka) = -2' In(l- exp(ika- kat2)J 7Tt _~ 

(B7) 

(BB) 

(B9) 

x 1 dt 
t - 2-112 s exp(i11!4) , 

(BI0) 

and various properties of U a-gp(s, ka) were discussed. It 
has been shown19 that the error of this approximation is 
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O(k-Ia-I ), uniformly in s. 

(iii) Asymptotic expansion for large ka when a!k is 
not close to zero18.19: 

(B12) 

which can be derived starting from either (B9) or (BI0). 

(iv) Logarithmic derivative at Q '" 0: 

kGHO) = ! ika LeI (411) .!!] 
G.(O) 2 + 27T l + n\ka +Z 2 

+ i:: ~(~ - v'n2 _ ~kaI27T)2) , (BI3) 

k9!(O) = ika l C +lnl..1T) +iE] 
G.(O) 27T [ \1a 2 

+ i;: E Cn~ i) - [(n- i)2- ~ka/21T)2J1!2)' 
(B14) 

where [m2 _ (ka!27T)2]1I2 = - i[(ka!27T)2 - m2]1 /2 with m =n 
or n - i. The derivations of (B13) and (B14) follow from 
(B5) and (B6), respectively. An alternative representa
tion of the derivatives reads 

kG!(O) = l.ka t H(1)(nka) 
G.(O) 2 n=1 0 , 

(B15) 

k~~(O) = ~ka i; (_ 1)"HJll(nka). 
G.(O} n=1 

(B16) 

To establish (BI5), let us start with the logarithmic 
differentiation of (B7), viz., 

kG~(O) = ~ U(s ka) I 
G.(O) oS ' .0=0 

= 2-
1 

/2 ex~(i7T!4) f. 00 In[1 _ exp(ika _ kat2)] 
2m _~ 

x (l+it2)(1+~t2t1/2 ! 
[t(1+iif)1I2-2-1I2sexp(ill/4)]2' dt 3=0' 

Integrating by parts, we find 

kG!(O) = /2-
112 

exp(i7T!4) 1 [1- ('k _ k t2)] 
G+(O) \ 27Ti n exp 1 a a 

(- 1) I ~ 
x t(l + ~t2)1!2 _ 2-1I2 s exp(i7T/4) t=-~ 

2-1
/
2 exp(i11!4) 1 ~ exp(ika - kat2) 

+ 211i _'" 1- exp(ika - kat2) 

x 2kat dt\ 
t(l + ~it2)tl2 - 2-1 / 2 s exp(i7T/4) ) s=o 

_ exp(- i44)ka [~ exp(ika - kat2
) 

- v'27T _~ 1- exp(ika - kat2) 

dt 
x (1 + !it2)1 /2 • (B17) 

The integrand can be expanded in a geometric series 
yielding 
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kG~(O) exp(- iJr/4)ka ~ . 1. ~ exp(- nkat2) 
G+(O) -.f2rr ~1 exp(znka) _00 (1 +~t2)1/2 dt. 

(BIB) 

By applying the substitution t2 = 2s, the integral in (BIB) 
becomes 

r~ exp(- nkat2) 
J_~ (1 + iit2)1 /2 dt 

. / rn I~ exp(- 2nkas) 
= exp(- zrr 4)v 2 0 (S2 _ is)1/2 ds 

=....!!.- exp(irr/4) exp(- i nka)H~1l(nka), 
.f2 

(BI9) 

according to Equation 4. 3 (16) in Ref. 20. On substitu
tion of (BI9) into (B18) we obtain (BI5). A similar proof 
holds for (BI6). 

(v) Logarithmic derivative at Q =0 for large ka: 

kG:(O) = exp(-irr/4) (k )1/2 t exp(inka) O(k-1/2 -1/2) 
G+(O) ..f2ii a"'1 n1/2 + a, 

(B20) 

kG~(O) = exp(- irr/4) (ka)1/2 -£ (- 1)" e[¥pnka) + O(k-1/2a-1 m 
0+(0) & n=1 n 

(B21) 

which are obtained from (BI5) and (B16) after replacing 
the Hankel functions by their asymptotic expansions. 
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